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Project Summary

Garlic is undoubtedly one of the most important products of people's daily consumption, which has been well known by its
unique, complex features for a very long time. It positively affects the body in several directions at once. It is necessary
seasoning - flavoring component and is widely used in a variety of pickles, marinades, sausages and meat products, many
culinary dishes, etc.
It should be noted that nowadays garlic is stored from harvest to harvest and used in such way. During this period of time garlic
loses significant number of chemicals because of ongoing transformations (usually respiratory processes) in raw material and
this factor decreases its consumer and nutritional qualities.
In order to improve the situation, we have worked out the innovative technology for producing garlic product in a better way. It
provides maximum preservation chemical complex of raw material in a ready-made substance, it’s production in more
convenient way and continuous supply of consumers throughout the year.

It should be emphasized, that among the garlic plants existed in other countries (Turkey, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Ukraine, Russia,
EU countries), Georgian species differ by fundamentally high content of biologically active substances, which was confirmed by
scientific co-operation within the framework of the German firm "Floradex Ltd" lab In 2012. Our studies have provided samples
for testing. The product of these characteristics may become highly demanded on the world market.
The form of the substance provides:
● Maximum preservation of chemical complex of raw material.
● Receiving a new product that should be used readily and conveniently.
● The continuous supply of high-value food products for population throughout the year.
Pasta is packaged in plastic tubes (100-200 cm3 capacity), which will be convenient for consumer and significantly simplify the
process of making culinary dishes. As for the garlic consumption in industrial production (canning, sausage and meat products),
here garlic paste will be placed in barrels and cans of 20-50kg. capacity.
The technology of producing garlic paste includes inspection, soaking, husk removal, washing and wipe fragmentation, mixing,
thermal processing and packaging operations of raw material.
The proposed technical innovation does not require any significant investment; it can be realized on typical machine-
equipments of canning industry in the environment of private, small and medium enterprise.
The mark - Columns of the project include:

The project has significant economic and social effect, which is reflected in improving of public health through a whole year, as
well as in creating new enterprises and developing working infrastructure. 
Proposed project can bring the following socio - economic benefits to our community:
Social effects manifested in the continuous supply of healthy, ecologically clean, perfect food having great biological value,
ready and convenient form of usage, which is also necessary and indispensable component for preparation of various dishes.
Economic effect lies in creating new enterprises and jobs in raw material cultivation and processing areas and thus developing
an appropriate infrastructure, increasing competitiveness and export potential of the product.


